Ultrafiltration profiling and measurement of relative blood volume as strategies to reduce hemodialysis-related side effects.
Hemodialysis (HD) side effects, such as hypotension and muscle cramps, may be related to excessive ultrafiltration (UF) in relation to refilling of fluids from the extravascular space, resulting in hemoconcentration and reduction of relative blood volume (RBV). This study examines the suitability of RBV measurements and UF modeling to reduce the incidence of dialysis side effects. We followed up 188 dialysis sessions in 53 patients. RBV and incidence of side effects were evaluated. Six treatment regimens were examined: UF profile 0, with a constant UF rate; UF profile 1, with a linear decreasing UF rate; UF profile 2, with a stepwise decreasing UF rate; and UF profiles 3 through 5, with intermittent high UF rates interrupted by UF pauses. During dialyses with a constant UF rate (UF profile 0), 10.6% of the treatments were associated with symptomatic hypotension. UF profiles 2 through 5, intermittently using high UF rates, caused a marked increase in hypotensive episodes (18.4%). In contrast, UF profile 1, providing a continuously decreasing UF rate, showed a reduced incidence of hypotension at only 5.7%. Symptomatic hypotension occurred in 13 of 53 patients during one or more dialysis sessions. With the help of RBV measurements, a subgroup of 8 patients with hypovolemia-induced hypotension could be identified. In these patients, an individual threshold of RBV could be defined, below which 92.3% of all hypotensive episodes occurred. In the remaining 5 hypotension-prone patients, there was no correlation between the occurrence of symptomatic hypotension and low RBV during HD treatments. In conclusion, UF profiles intermittently using high UF pulses cannot be recommended. RBV measurements help define a subgroup of patients at risk for hypovolemia-induced hypotension. Only these patients may benefit from blood volume-controlled UF. The incidence of symptomatic hypotension can likely be reduced if an individual threshold of RBV is avoided during HD treatments, eg, using lower UF rates in these patients.